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0. Introduction

The Tukanoan languages have a complex system of noun classifiers. There have been several studies in individual Tukanoan languages (which include descriptions of their noun classifiers), such as Barnes (1990) for Tuyuca, Gomez-Imbert (2006) for Tatuyo, Ramirez (1997) for Tukano and Stenzel (2004) for Wanano. Other works also have mentioned the complexity of classifiers in Tukanoan languages, and they were also used as resources for this investigation. Due to the limitation of space, we give examples only in the languages which better illustrate the phenomena we discuss.

In this paper, we highlight some typological anomalies in the noun classifier (NCL hereafter) systems of Eastern Tukanoan (ET) languages, taking into account the typology of NCL generally. The NCLS of ET exhibit behavior that challenges some current claims concerning the typology of classifiers. In section 1 we provide an overview of the properties of NCL; in 2 we test typological claims about classifiers; finally, in 3 we conclude by discussing the contributions that ET languages make to the general study of the typology of classifiers systems.
1. Overview of Classifiers

1.1. Historical Background

The description and study of nominal classification got its serious start in the mid 1960’s with Burling (1965) and Berlin (1968). Both works were about numeral classifiers, the former in Burmese and the latter in Tzeltal. These were followed by later studies in Mayan (Tzeltal, Jakaltec, Akatek) and Austronesian languages, as well as in Thai, Vietnamese, Chinese, and Japanese. Allan (1975) is foundational for classifier studies, and Denny (1976) is one of the first to mention explicitly NCL as opposed to 'concordial' classifiers. The well-studied noun-class systems of Bantu languages were compared to the less grammaticalized forms of numeral or noun classifiers. Dixon (1982, 1986) compared noun-class systems with classifier systems in Yidiny and Dyribal, both Australian languages, and this work remains influential for NCLS. Craig (1986a, 1992) and Grinevald (2000) showed that a grammaticalization “continuum” from lexical (nouns and measure terms) to grammatical (gender or noun-class morphemes) is the best approach for observing noun classifiers in typological perspective. Finally, Aikhnevald (2000) attempted to formulate a large-scale typology of nominal classification systems, including verb, deictic, possessive, and noun classifiers, as well as 'multiple classifier' and various noun-class systems in the world’s languages. The determining characteristic of NCLS is the fundamental distinction between them and a noun-class or gender markers. That is, NCL is not part of the agreement system. In more recent work on Tukanoan languages (Gomez-Imbert 2006) this distinction is being questioned.

In the following section we present the current typological model for noun classifiers based on Craig (1992) and Grinevald (2000) (see also Aikhenvald 2000) and discuss how ET classifiers fit into this typological model.

1.2. Current Typological Properties

The function of NCL, according to Craig (1992) and Grinevald (2002), can be analyzed by three criteria: the operator context, the morphosyntactic environment, and the semantic domain. In her typology, different kinds of classifiers will exhibit unique behaviors according to the three criteria, as illustrated in Table 1, which presents the prototypical characteristics of classifiers according to Craig (1992) and Grinevald (2002).

---

5 We have not yet looked in-depth at the classifier systems of other well-known languages such as Chinese, Japanese, Vietnamese, etc. Therefore, the above statements may not be representative of all the world's languages.
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**TABLE 1 - Prototypical Characteristics of Classifiers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPES OF CL</th>
<th>NUMCL</th>
<th>GENCL</th>
<th>NCL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operator context</td>
<td>[quantity]</td>
<td>[locality]</td>
<td>[quality]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morphosyntax</td>
<td>NUM + CL</td>
<td>POSS + CL</td>
<td>CL + NOUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic domain</td>
<td>type/shap</td>
<td>function</td>
<td>material/essence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example:</td>
<td><em>tuhke riaopwoat</em> tree 2+CL:long ‘two trees’ (Ponapean)</td>
<td><em>kene-i mwenge</em> CL:edible-GEN/1food ‘my food’ (Ponapean)</td>
<td><em>naj xuwan</em> CL:man John ‘John’ (Jakalteko)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 1, the NCL functions to individuate the noun by selecting salient features of the noun or some quality of the material/essence of that noun and preceding it within the noun phrase. For example, in Jakalteko *naj xuwan* 'man John' the NCL *naj* selects the quality and essence "animate human" in the noun *xuwan* ‘John’ while occupying the morphosyntactic position in front of the noun (Craig 1992:284). This is what gives the NCL its "individuating" function (Grinevald 2002:290). The use of NCL and classifiers in general is not an absolute requirement and many cases of data show that the NCL is not obligatorily required to occur compared to the obligatoriness of noun-classes (Aikhenvald 2000:81). However, in ET some nouns obligatorily need a NCL. The decision to use NCL with a noun is pragmatically decided based on the discourse context (Craig 1986a).

The unique function of individuating the noun by NCL, along with the reduced semantic content of the NCL (i.e. the general semantic domain of "material/essence") *naj* 'man,' places the NCL, according to Craig, closer to a grammatical category than a typical lexical noun. However, compared to noun-classes or gender markers, whose semantic content is almost entirely bleached and whose presence on the noun is absolutely required, NCL cannot be a fully grammatical item. Therefore, the NCL, and classifiers in general, fall somewhere between lexical items and grammatical items. This analysis is consistent with Dixon (1982) and Aikhenvald (2000). This continuum between lexical and grammatical items is shown in Grinevald (2002) and reproduced here in (1) with Wanano examples from Stenzel (2004:128,145).

(1) Grammaticalization Continuum (Grinevald 2002:260)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>grammatical</th>
<th>lexical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>measure/class terms</td>
<td>&quot;CLASSIFIERS&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noun class/gender</td>
<td>-ku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ku</td>
<td>NCL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

6 Ponapean and Jakalteko data from Craig (1992:283-85).
7 From an anonymous reviewer of grant proposal related to this topic (April 2007).
1.3. **Noun Classifiers in ET Languages**

ET languages have classifiers of various types (VCL, LCL, GENCL, NUMCL and NCL) in various combinations. They also have a noun-class system. In this study we focus on NCL. There have been several studies to establish a distinction between a classifier and a noun-class in ET languages (Derbyshire and Payne 1990, Barnes 1990, Gomez-Imbert 1996, 2006). We believe that a distinction between NCL and noun-class does exist and the following data are a first approximation to our efforts to illustrate this distinction. Typologically, the NCL is non-obligatory and not an essential part of the gender or other agreement markers (case, tense, person, aspect, mood).

In ET languages NCLs are suffixed to the noun and their semantic domain includes "type/shape" as well as "material/essence." In the prototype typology for classifiers, also presented in Table 1, based on Graig (1992) and Grinevald (2002), it was established that the semantic domain of NCLs is ‘material/essence’. The examples (2)-(4) from selected ET languages show that NCLs also covers the semantic domain of ‘type/shape.’ Examples (a) reflect the domain of ‘material/essence’ and (b) show ‘shape/type.’

Kubeo

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>hoki-ki</td>
<td>b. xia-jo-ku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wood-NCLtree</td>
<td>river-NCLslender,NCLhump/NCLslender,NCLhump</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wanano

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>pari-taro-re</td>
<td>b. tua-du</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lake-NCLlake,NCLgeneric</td>
<td>stick-NCLcylindrical/straight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘lake’</td>
<td>‘a branch’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Desano

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>oho-y-u</td>
<td>b. b-ata-soro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>banana-NCLpalm</td>
<td>clay-NCLconcave,bowl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘banana plant’</td>
<td>‘clay bowl’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data presented do not fit in the prototypical typology presented in Table 1. Thus, we propose a revision of the prototypical typology, as shown in Table 2, which accounts for NCL in ET languages. The changes are in boldface under NCL.

---

9 Data from Morse and Maxwell (1999:75).
10 Data from Stenzel (2004:144, 411).
11 Data from Miller (1999:37, 41).
2. Some General Claims of NCL Systems

In this section we present four general claims about classifiers that have been made in previous attempts to establish a typology of classifiers. For each claim (i)-(iii) we present data from selected ET languages. For the claims (i) and (iii) we present data that we believe are counter-examples. For claim (ii) we present data that pose possible problems, which we discuss.

(i) ‘Noun classifiers are always free forms’ (Dixon 1986:106). We find that in the agglutinating languages of ET ncl occurs as a suffix to the noun.

(ii) ‘All occurrences of two generic nouns [NCL] in a noun phrase must involve one inherent nature term and one function/use classifier’ (Dixon 1982:192). We find data that warrant doubt concerning this claim.

(iii) ‘Noun classifier systems... have a large preference for one semantic cluster, that of material’ (Grinevald 2000:73). Our data show that in ET this may not be the case.

In section 2.1 we deal with each claim separately.

2.1. ET Languages and the Typology of Classifiers

Claim (i) - ‘Noun classifiers are always free forms’ (Dixon, 1986:106). According to Dixon ‘a classifier will occur in the same noun phrase as the noun it qualifies but it is always a separate constituent, never forming a morphological unit with the noun’ (1986:106). The data in (5)-(8) illustrates a well-known general Tukanoan property of NCL: classifiers are generally suffixed to the nouns they classify.12

---

12 See examples (15) and (16) for a case in Pirapatuya where the NCL does not suffix the noun.
Wanano\textsuperscript{13}
\begin{align*}
(5) & \text{pari-taro} \\
& \text{lake-NCL}	ext{-}\text{lake} \\
& \text{‘lake’}
\end{align*}

Desano\textsuperscript{15}
\begin{align*}
(6) & \text{papera-turi} \\
& \text{paper-NCL}	ext{-}\text{stack} \\
& \text{‘paper’}
\end{align*}

Karapan\textsuperscript{16}
\begin{align*}
(7) & \text{yo-ki} \\
& \text{wood-NCL}	ext{-}\text{tree} \\
& \text{‘tree’}
\end{align*}

Barasano\textsuperscript{18}
\begin{align*}
(8) & \text{sudi-h\textsuperscript{\text{\textregistered}}} \\
& \text{clothing-NCL}	ext{-}\text{flat,thin} \\
& \text{‘cloth’}
\end{align*}

Claim (ii) - ‘\textit{all occurrences of two generic nouns [NCL] in a noun phrase must involve one inherent nature term and one function/use classifier’} (Dixon 1982:192). In ET languages some examples of the co-occurrence of NCL bring into question the intuitive classification of them as inherent or functional. The semantics are not clear and we are cautious in claiming that classifier languages restrict the co-occurrence of two noun-classifiers to inherent and functional.\textsuperscript{19} The data we present in (9)-(11) show that defining co-occurring NCLs as functional or inherent is problematic. It is not clear whether physical (shape/type) is a function or the inherent nature of the noun being classified, though shape/type would seem to involve inherent nature.

\textsuperscript{13} Data from Stenzel (2004:147).
\textsuperscript{15} Data from Miller (1999:40).
\textsuperscript{16} Data from Silva (2006, fieldwork notes).
\textsuperscript{18} Data from Jones and Jones (1992:57).
\textsuperscript{19} The notion of “inherent” classifier compared to “function/use” classifier (Dixon 1982:192-205) seems to be a matter of interpretation of the linguist’s classification of the use of native speaker lexical terms. The actual classification of objects in the world as either functional or inherent is determined by the world-view of the speakers themselves. For example, Dixon lists the Yidiny terms \textit{buri} ‘fire’ and \textit{walba} ‘stone’ as inherent classifiers without any argument for why exactly fire and stone are not functional in Yidiny. One must assume, then, that the classification of ‘fire’ and ‘stone’ is determined by the culture and world-view of the speakers. Thus, what is inherent in one culture may be functional in another. No standard for the linguistic determination of “inherent” can be possible in the absence of a coherent and applicable semantic theory.
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Kubeo 20
(9)  hia-jo-ku
        river-NCL slender.pointed cylindric-NCL hump.shaped
        ‘canoe’

(10) hia-jo-we
        river-NCL slender.pointed cylindric-NCL flat.thin
        ‘(canoe) paddle’

Wanano 21
(11) yuku-ku-phi
        tree-NCL tree-NCL long.flat-blade.like
        ‘woden knife’

Claim (iii) - ‘Noun classifier systems have a... large preference for one semantic cluster, that of material’ (Grinevald 2000:73). In her study of the morphosyntactic typology of classifiers, Grinevald suggests that there is ‘a semantic-morphosyntactic correlation, with a preference in numeral classifiers for the physical semantic cluster, in noun classifier, for the material semantic cluster...’ (Grinevald 2000:72; c.f. Table 1 in this paper). However, in ET languages the NCL also shows preference for encoding the physical semantic cluster (type/shape) as well to the material semantic cluster (material/essence). Examples (12) – (14) illustrate the use of physical semantic cluster (type/shape) with NCL.

Piratapuya 22
(12) a. ~bisi doto
        vine NCL bundle
        ‘a bundle of vine’

 b. ohó ~too
        banana NCL bunch
        ‘a bunch of bananas’

Barasano 23
(13) a. sudi-ḥāi
        clothing NCL flat/thin
        ‘cloth’

 b. b-eka-bo
        ant NCL dome
        ‘ant hill’

20 Data from Morse and Maxwell (1999:75).
21 Data from Stenzel (2004:145).
22 Data from Ball (2004:1).
23 Data from Jones and Jones (1991:57-58).
3. Conclusions and General Implications

In conclusion, we restate our findings. Besides being a separate word (as in some Austronesian, Australian, and Mayan languages), NCLs in ET languages can also be bound morphemes. ET languages show evidence that two inherent NCLs may co-occur with a noun, dependent on whether one considers shape as an inherent feature and how exactly one assigns the distribution of ‘function’ to co-occurring NCLs. Regarding the prototypical typology of NCL proposed in Craig (1992) and Grinevald (2000, 2002) we have suggested an alternative (Table 2). Extending the semantic domain of NCL to include shape and type as well as allowing the NCL to be suffixed to the noun accounts for the examples in ET languages.

Questions remain about the role that NCL play in the agreement systems of ET languages. The view that NCLs should be placed somewhere in between lexical items and gender agreement items on a grammaticalization continuum implies that NCL could potentially play a role in the gender agreement (c.f. Barnes 1990; Gomez-Imbert 1996, 2006). Questions also remain about whether or not shape can be considered ‘inherent,’ and if so, in what way. It will be important to analyze data from discourse narratives and dialogues so we are able to account for the semantic and grammatical function of NCLs in a discourse context.
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